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Fuzzy Logic and the Semantic Web (Capturing Intelligence)Elsevier Limited, 2006
It is with great delight that I write the preface for this, the very first volume in Elsevier's new book series "Capturing Intelligence".

This series aims at publishing books on research from all disciplines dealing with and affecting the issue of understanding and reproducing intelligent artificial systems. The series will...
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Leadership Principles for Project SuccessCRC Press, 2010


	This book is about project success. It reveals a secret for project success: effective

	project leadership. It shows where pure project management falls short and why

	project leadership is the decisive factor for project success. It outlines five simple yet

	powerful leadership principles which, if applied systematically, can help...
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Info We Trust: How to Inspire the World with DataJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		How do we create new ways of looking at the world? Join award-winning data storyteller RJ Andrews as he pushes beyond the usual how-to, and takes you on an adventure into the rich art of informing.

	
		Creating Info We Trust is a craft that puts the world into forms that are strong and true.  It begins with maps,...
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Handbook of Usability Testing: Howto Plan, Design, and Conduct Effective TestsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Hey! I know you!

Well, I don’t know you personally, but I know the type of person you are. After all, I’m a trained observer and I’ve already observed a few things. First off, I observed that you’re the type of personwho likes to read a quality book. And, while you might appreciate a book about a dashing...
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Transitioning to SwiftApress, 2014

	Developing apps for Apple’s broadening platform of devices is an exciting topic these days. Apple created the Swift programming language to build state-of-the-art apps using the latest Apple technologies.


	In this 200-page book, author Scott Gardner articulates the similarities and differences between traditional Objective-C...
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Software in 30 Days: How Agile Managers Beat the Odds, Delight Their Customers, And Leave Competitors In the DustJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A radical approach to getting IT projects done faster and cheaper than anyone thinks possible


	Software in 30 Days summarizes the Agile and Scrum software development method, which allows creation of game-changing software, in just 30 days. Projects that use it are three times more successful than those that don't....
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iPad ProgrammingPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Hold an iPad in your hands and you'll know what the fuss is all about. Select an app and the device disappears as you find yourself immersed in the experience--the iPad defines a new category for devices. iPad Programming shows you how to build apps for the iPad that people will love to use.

		

		This...
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Best Laid Plans: The Tyranny of Unintended Consequences and How to Avoid ThemPraeger Publishers, 2011

	Historian and author Daniel Boorstin noted, "The unintended consequences of man's enterprises have and will always be more potent, more widespread, and more influential than those he intended." Today, a Google web search for "unintended consequences" summons nearly two million pages citing the unexpected impacts of...
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Microsoft Dynamics Sure Step 2010Packt Publishing, 2011

	Investing in a business application—be it managing one's customers, tracking inventory, coordinating global resources, or just being able to get real-time visibility to cash flow—has never been so important. Gone are the days when companies invested in business applications, such as CRM and ERP, to simply streamline their...
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Mediating the Human Body: Technology, Communication, and FashionLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
The increasing integration of the human body with technology is a topic that has
been attracting significant attention of late (for comprehensive reviews, see the
works of Fortunati, 1995, 1998, and Maldonado, 1992, 1997, 1998; see also Brooks,
2002; Hayles, 1999; Katz, 2003; Kurzweil, 2000; Moravec, 1999). Scholars, social...
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Practical AVR Microcontrollers: Games, Gadgets, and Home Automation with the Microcontroller Used in the Arduino (Technology in Action)Apress, 2012


	The microcontroller unit (MCU) is the ultimate electronics tinker-toy, and in this book you’re going to see

	how to tinker away with it to your heart’s delight! My intended audience for this book is those who like to learn

	hands-on. Learning by doing and seeing has always been my preferred way to learn: If it’s yours...
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iOS 8 SDK Development: Creating iPhone and iPad Apps with Swift (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	
		The iOS 8 SDK changes everything. New programming language, new ways to work with other apps, new tools to do cool stuff. In a world of iPhones and iPads, it's a great time to make a fresh start developing apps for the platform. This book guides you through the state of the art of iOS development, including the radically...
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